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D. H. LEHMER, LehighUniversity

In a recent numberof the MONTHLY,J. W. Wrench*has broughtup again
the subject of arccotangentrelationsfor7r.This topic,despite the transcendence
of 7rand of the arccotangentfunction,is actually a chapterof diophantineequations, and has always held a fascinationfor the devotees of that difficultbut
entertainingfield.
The problemof expressinga rational multipleof 7ras a sum ofarccotangents,
however,can be solved in an infinitenumberof ways, most of them uninteresting. While I do not presumeto set down any hard and fast rules forthis indoor
sport, still I should like to point out certain possibilitiesas well as certain inescapable facts which should not be overlooked by those seeking interesting
new relations for 7r,and to give a rough scheme for comparingsuch relations
with each other. I take this opportunityto subjoin a list of familiarand unfamiliar relations.This list is not guaranteed to contain all previouslypublished
relations,as there are most certainlya few othersscattered throughthe literature which have escaped the writer'snotice.
In such a relation as the famous Machin formula
7r

-

4

= 4 arccot 5

arccot 239

-

it is intended that the arccotangentsbe evaluated by the Gregoryseries
1

arccot x = -

x

1

-

3x3

?

1

-

5x5

-

Now it is clear that the coefficients,
1, 1/3,1/5,etc.,cannot be depended upon
to help a great deal in makingthe termstend to zero, and that forpractical purposes these coefficientsfurnishonly enough additional accuracy to take care of
the fewextra figuresbeyond those planned in advance to which one would prudently carry the calculation. In short,it is not far fromthe truth to say that
the number of terms of the series which need to be taken to obtain a specified
accuracy varies inverselyas the commonlogarithmof x. Moreover,if one has a
relation of n termsof the type

(1)

k7r

-

4

n

= E ai arccot
mi
i==1

to
is proportional
bysucha relation
thentheamountoflaborrequired
n1

(2)

E logm;
i=J

a quantity
whichwe shallcall themeasure
oftherelation(1), and whichwe
* This MONTHLY, vol. 45, 1938,pp. 108-109.
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shall adopt (with modifications,as mentionedlater) as a guide to the discovery
of more efficientarccotangent relations. For simplicityin calculation we use
common logarithmsin (2), although it is clear that any otherlogarithmswould
given proportionalvalues to the measure.
Considerable typographicalsimplicityis achieved by writing
arccot x

[x].

=

Thus Machin's formulabecomes simply
[1]

= 4[5]-

[239],

and it has a measure of 1/log5+1/log 239=1.8511.
It is generallyrequired that we deal only with angles whose cotangentsare
integers.This requirementis not imposed in the theoremsthat follow.
One of the methodscommonlyemployedto derive one arccotangentrelation
fromanother is to replace one arccotangentby the sum of two arccotangents
of largernumbers.Our firsttheoremshows that in generalthis only makes matters worse since this device produces a relation with a still higher measure.
More preciselythe theoremis:
THEOREM

1. Let x, y, z be any positivereal numberssuch that

[X] = [y] + [z],

(3)
then

(y-x)(z-x)

(4)

=X2 + 1,

and
1

(5)

log x

,<

1
1
+
log y
log z

if

x > 2.88200803.

Proof.The relation (4) is well known*and is only anotherway of expressing
the fact that ifwe take the cotangentof both membersof (3) we obtain
x = (yz-l)/(y

+ z)

To prove (5) we need the followinglemma:
LEMMA.If a, b, and t are positive,then

log(1 +-,)

(6)

log (1 +

) <-

wherethelogarithmsare natural.
Proof. If the left member of (6) is denoted by c we have on taking exponentials
*

hasbeenattributed
to LewisCarroll.
Thisformula
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1 +-)

b \lot (1+ fa)

Noting that
t2

t

e /a=l+~+
so that

> 1+-

-+~
2a2

a

a

log (1 + t/a) < t/a,
and replacingt by bu, (7) becomes
/ b \t/a

I+

e0 <

+1

I \u

+_)

=

bla

b

Now it is well knownthat the quantityin the { }i's is less than e forall positiveu.
Hence e0< eblaor 4 < b/a, whichproves the lemma.
Returningnow to the proofof (5) we set y-x-= so that t>0, and we have
by (4)
y = x + t,

log y = log x + log (1

z

log z = log

(

+1),

+ log 1 +

+x)

Using the identity
1

(8)

p + q

with

p = log x,

1

1

p2-qr

p + r

p

p(p + q)(P + r)

+

q = log(1 +_),

r = log(1 + x

)

we find
+1log2
log z
log y
+

X log ( +
log ( +
log x log y log z

log x

. ,

+

)

where the denoninatoron the rightis positive. Hence it sufficesto show that
the numeratoris positivein case x >2.88200803. Applyingthe lemma with
b = x + x-l,

a = x,

we findat once that the numeratorin question is greaterthan
log2

x-

x

=

log2

x-(1

+ x-2).
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This function,whichis obviously an increasingfunctionof the positivevariable
x, has its real root at
x = 2.882008028.
This proves the theorem,at least fornatural logarithms.But it is seen at once
that if (5) holds forany systemof logarithms,it holds forall others.
While condemningin general the substitutionof the sum of two* arccotangents fora single arccotangent,we should, nevertheless,point out that in some
special cases it is very desirable. In fact ifone of the new arccotangentssay [y]
appears elsewherein the relation,then the measure is decreased by the positive
amount
1
1
log z
log x
by this eliminationof [x]. For example,in general,it would increasethe measure
of a relation containing [70] by .3796 if this arccotangent were replaced by
[99] + [239]. However relation (33) contains both [70] and [99] and therefore
when we eliminate [70] to obtain (34) thereis a consequentdecrease in measure.
Anotherdevice commonlyemployed is to eliminate a term [x] of an arccotangentrelationby means ofthe identity
[x] = 2[2x] - [4x3 + 3x].

(9)

This scheme is of limited use only, as the followingtheoremshows:
THEOREM 2. The measureof theleftmemberof (9) is less thanthatof theright

memberif and onlyif x > 6.6760135.
In fact
1

1

1

1

1

1

log 2x

log (4X3+ 3x)

log x

log x + log 2

log x + log (4x2 + 3)

log x

In view of (8) this will be of the same sign as
log2x - log 2 log (4x2 + 3),
a functionwhose only positive zero is at x=6.6760135.
Again, a relation may contain both [x] and [2x ], as forinstance (28), then
the use of (9) forx >6.676 is justified,and we get (29) with a substantial reduction in measure. A generalizationof (9) is
(10)

[x] = 2 [(2x + h] - [(4x3 + 4x2h+ 3x + h2x+ 2h)/(1 - 2xh -h)],

whichis sometimesuseful,as forinstance in
(11)

[x] = 2[2x + 1/(2x)] + [16x5+

20X3 +

5x],

* It is ofcourseevenworseto replacean arcotangent
by thesumofthreeor morearccotangents.
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but their use is again limited,depending on h. Furtherusefulformulasare
(12)

[x] = 3[3x] - [(27x4 + 18x2- 1)/8x],

(13)

[x] = 4[4x] - [(256x5+ 160x3- 15x)/(80x2- 1)].

These may be used to reduce the measure of a relationwhen x does not exceed
14.797 and 91.464 respectively.In general one may easily prove that as n- oo
n[nx] - [x]

-,.

[3x2].

Hence we have the theoremwhich follows:
THEOREM3. Replacing [x] by introducingtheappropriateformulainvolving
n [nx], wheren is large, will only serveto increase themeasurein case x>n2+11
wheree==\1 +log 3/logn-1 --> 0.
Formulas (10)-(13) bring up the subject of arccotangentsof rational numbers. At firstthought their use would appear undesirable. However some rational numberslike 433.1 which appears in (31) are really no more difficultto
handle than integers.Secondly, the arccotangentof a rational numbermay be
expanded in many ways as a finitesum of arccotangentsof integers.Moreover,
it is possible by a certain algorithm*to obtain expansions whose measure is less
than twice that of the originalarccotangent.Thus in Euler's relation
[1]

5[7] + 2[79/3]

=

the last termhas a measureof .70407. But we may observe that
[79/3] = [26] - [2057],
where the measure of the rightmemberis 1.0085. Finally, if the calculation of
the terms of the Gregoryseries is done on a computing machine in the most
efficientmanner,there is hardly any differencebetween the calculation of the
arccotangentsof integersand of rationals. In the past, the terms
1
(2n + 1)x2n+l
of the Gregoryseries have been calculated by firstcomputing a table of odd
powersof 1/x,formedby successive divisionsby X2, and then dividingby 2n+ 1.
This double calculation can be replaced by a single one by use of the recursion
formula
(2n + 1)un(x)
-

(2n + 3)x2
In case x =p/q, this becomes simply
Un+I(p/q)

=

q2(2n+ 1)u,n(p/q)
p2(2n + 3)

* Duke MathematicalJournal,vol. 4, 1938,pp. 323-340.
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In either case the value of un+1is obtained directlyby the machine fromthe
previous

un.

In many of the relations given below there occurs [10]. This term,whose
measure is I is, of course, much easier to calculate than another arccotangent
of nearlythe same size. For this reason we have modifiedthe definitionof measure so as to assign to [10] the measure 1/2. Furthermore,some relationsinclude
besides [10] the arccotangentsof otherpowersof 10. In this case, since the additional arccotangentscan be computed by merelyrecopyingthe significantfigures in the termsof the series for [10], we have assigned to these arccotangents
the measure*0. Other modificationsof the definitionof measure mightbe given.
For example.Rutherfordconsideredit easier to compute [70]- [99] ratherthan
[239], in spite of the fact that theirmeasures are 1.0431 and .4205 respectively,
because of the ease withwhichthe odd powersof 1/70 and 1/99 can be obtained
by hand. However, these considerationsmust be ruled out if a machine is used.
In the followinglist the relations are arranged according to the size of the
smallestcotangent.With each seriesis given its measure (modifiedifnecessary).
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

[1] =[2] + [3], (5.4178)
[1] =[2] + [5] + [8], (5.8599)
(3.2792)
[1]=2[3]+[7],
[1]= 3 [4] + [19.8], (2.4322)
[1]= 4 [5] -[239], (1.8511)

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

[1]= 5 [6] -[31.4375] -[117], (2.4364)
[1] =5 [7]+2 [79/3], (1.8873)
[1]= 6 [8] + [19.8] - 3 [268], (2.2904)
[1] = 8 [10] - [239] - 4 [515], (1.2892)

(19)

(24)
(25)
(26)

(27)

(28)
(29)

(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
(36)

[1] =4 [5]- [70]+ [991,(2.4737)

(Hutton, Euler)
(Daze)
(Clausen)
(Machin)

(Euler,Rutherford)
(Hutton, Euler)
(Klingenstierna)

(2.3177)
[1]=8[10]+3[18]+2[100]+2[307]-3[515]+2[9901],
- [1393], (1.2624)
[1] = 8 [10]- 2 [452761/2543]
(1.0681)
[1]=8[10]- [100]- [515]- [371498882/3583],

[1] = 8 [10]- [100] - 2 [1000] +5 [100000] - [719160] - * * I ( <.8414)

[1] = 7 [10]+2 [50]+4 [100]+ [682]+4 [1000]+3 [1303]-4 [90109],

(1.9644) (Wrench)
[1]=7[10]+8[o100]+[682]+4[1000]+3[1303]-4[90109]-2[500150],
(1.5513) (Wrench)
[1]= 8 [10.1]- [239] +4 [52525], (1.6280)
[1] =12 [15] -[239] - 4 [433.1], (1.6500)
(Gauss)
(1.7866)
[1]=12[18]+8[57]-5[239],
(Bennett)
(2.2418)
[1]=12[18]+3[70]+5[99]+8[307],
(2.1203)
[1]=12[18]+8[99]+3[239]+8[307],
[1] = 16 [20.05] - [239] - 4 [515] +8 [1620050], (1.7182)
(1.5279)
[1] =22[26]-2[2057]-5[3240647/38479],

* In the same way ifa relationcontained both [x] and [x *10k]the measure ofthe lattershould
be taken as zero.
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[1] =22[28]+2[443]-5[1393]-10[11018], (1.6343)
(Escott)
(Gauss)
[1]=12[38]+20[57]+7[239]+24[268], (2.0348)
[1]=44[57]+7[239]-12[682]+24[12943], (1.5860)
(Wrench)
[1]=78[100]-2[682]+3[5396/3]+10[345737/243]-17[62575]
-34[500150], (1.6112)
[1]=160[200]-[239]-4[515]-8[4030]-16[50105]-16[62575]
-32[500150]-80[4000300], (2.2494)
(Bennett)
[1] =3[239]+236[307]-12[19703]+240[93943]+8[10099/3]
-24[36101879/272]-80[2922754103/816],
(1.8878)
[1] =2805[5257]-398[9466]+1950[12943]+1850[34208]+2021 [44179]
+2097 [85353]+1484[114669]+1389[330182]+808 [485298],
[1] =7854 [10000]- [545261]-

,(<.5986)

(1.9568)

(Gauss)

A fewremarksmay be made about the above list. In the firstplace it is noted
that the relationswith many termshave large measures in spite of the fact that
they involve arccotangentsof large numbers.The most strikingexample of this
is Gauss's remarkable(43), where a desperate efforthas been made to eliminate
arccotangentsof small numbers.It would be rash to conclude fromthis that to
discover relationsof minimummeasure,one should restrictthe numberof terms
in the relation. In fact (44) is given merelyto show that there exist relations
whose measure are smaller than any preassigned positive number,but which
contain a great many terms. It is clear that the sequence representedby the
threedots of (44) is the arccotangentof a rational number,and it may be proved
that this arccotangent has an expansion in a finiteseries of arccotangents of
integers,whose total measure is less than that of [545261]. By replacing10000
by a sufficiently
largernumber,the total measure of the relationthus obtained
may be made as small as one pleases. As to the relation (27), if only 10 more
termswere writtendown the resultingexpressionwould differfromwX/4
by less
than 10-12000.Nevertheless,(27) contains only a finitenumberof terms,in fact
at most 108. Of course neither(27) nor (41) are of any practical use since they
involve arccotangentsof very large numbersindeed.
Wrench gives the followingrelationfor3 [1] = 37r/4,
3 [1] = 56 [23]

-

[182]-

25 [500]

-

20 [924] + 5 [99557] + 10 [298307], (2.2673),

and raises the question of the existence of primitiverelations for k7r/4where
k > 3. It is easy to see that they may be obtained in unlimitednumbers.In fact
if the reader will select, forexample, any 7 relationsgiven above and add them
together,he is almost certainto obtain a primitiverelationfor77r/4,that is one
in which not all the coefficientsof the arccotangentsare divisible by 7.
Since the cotangent of k7r/nis an algebraic number, it is possible to give
finiteexpressionsfork7r/nin termsof arccotangentsof algebraic integers.The
followingis an example of such a relation
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2[14633] - [19703]

+ [12545V/3+ 21728], (2.7732).
The successive termsin the Gregoryseriesforthislast arccotangentcan be computed in the formAk + V3Bk in which the A's and the B's satisfysecond order
linear recurrenceformulaswith integercoefficients.
The practical-minded reader will naturally ask which of the 33 relations
given above is the best to use foractually computingw to a very great number
of decimals. This question is a hard one to answer; moreover,it is not exactly
the question which intereststhe-practical computer. The question should be:
What pair of independent relations should we use to make two independent
calculations of wrto a very great numberof places? This question is answered in
the writer'sopinion by (23) and (32). To be sure, both of these involve [239]
but with differentcoefficients.That is to say, afterone has computed the five
arccotangents, [x], forx = 10, 18, 57, 239, and 515, one has this equation of condition:
2[10] + [239]

=

3[18] + 2[57] + [515]

as a finalcheck on the whole work.
EXTENSIONS

OF ALGEBRAIC SYSTEMS

TO FORM FIELDS*

L. M. GRAVES, University
of Chicago

The process of constructingthe rational number system out of the natural
numbershas been discussed by many authors. Some of these writersmake the
process seem unnecessarilycomplicated.The kernelof the constructionconsists
of two applications of the process of extendinga commutative semi-groupto
forma group. In order to see this clearly it is desirable to consider the process
entirelyabstractly,that is, on the basis of suitable postulates.
We shall let G denote a class of elementsdenoted by a, b, * * *, which contains at least two elements. We consider also a binary operation o "on GG to
G," that is, o makes correspondto each pair a, b of elementsof G an element
a o b of G. Among the postulates to be consideredare the following:
POSTULATE 1. The commutativelaw: a o b = b o a.
POSTULATE 2. The associative law: (a o b) o c =a o (b o c).
POSTULATE 3. If a o b =a o c then b =c.
* Presented
fortheSlaughtMemorialVolume.The authordesiresto acknowledge
suggestions
obtainedfromnotestaken by R. W. Barnardin a courseof lecturesof E. H. Moore entitled
" givenat theUniversity
"Fundamentalnumbersystemsof analysis,
ofChicagointhe summerof
1922.
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